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Anisotropy in the Positron 2D Angular Correlation of Annihilation Radiation
for Singly Negative Divacancies in Si
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Interesting features of positron two-dimensional angular correlation of annihilation radiation
(2D-ACAR) distribution for singly negative divacancies in Si are studied experimentally and
theoretically. Anisotropy of the distribution is successfully detected for a specimen with aligned
divacancies and is well reproduced by first-principles calculations based on the two-component density-
functional theory. The present calculation demonstrates that the anisotropy reflects the characteristic
distribution of electrons around the divacancies, indicating that the 2D-ACAR is an effective tool to
provide microscopic information on vacancy-type defects. [S0031-9007(97)02701-4]

PACS numbers: 78.70.Bj, 71.55.Cn, 71.60.+z
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The positron annihilation technique has recent
emerged as a powerful tool to study vacancy-type defe
in semiconductors. Positrons are sensitively trapped
defects and are annihilated with the surrounding electro
conveying significant information on the local electron
environment around the defect site with the emitted twog

photons [1]. Especially the two-dimensional angular co
relation of annihilation radiation (2D-ACAR) technique
provides more detailed microscopic information abo
defects, compared with conventional techniques, e
measurement of positron lifetime or annihilation energ
(Doppler broadening) spectrum [2–4]. The 2D-ACAR
technique measurestwo-dimensionalprojection of the
momentum distribution of the annihilatede2-e1 pair
(the integration of the three-dimensional momentu
distribution over a chosen axis is observed) and has b
used mainly for studies of electronic band structur
of perfect crystals (bulk) [2]. Recently several group
have employed this method for studies of vacancies
semiconductors and have clarified that the distributi
is significantly different in the annihilation site betwee
bulk and vacancies: the momentum distribution for th
bulk is quite anisotropic around the origin and those f
vacancies are nearly isotropic [4–8]. Because of th
difference, the 2D-ACAR technique is established as
sensitive probe of vacancy-type defects.

In spite of the above achievement, discussions on
relation between the observed momentum distributi
and microscopic structures of defects are insufficie
Especially when the electron distribution around a defe
is quite anisotropic, the observed momentum distributi
should reflect this anisotropic nature and is thus expec
to provide useful information on the local electroni
environment around the defect. An interesting examp
discussed here is the Si divacancy, which is one of t
fundamental stable defects existing at room temperat
6 0031-9007y97y78(11)y2236(4)$10.00
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in Si and is crucially important in the Si technology [9
Two adjacent Si atoms are removed in the divacan
with the six nearest Si atoms and the resulting elect
distribution is quite different between the axis connecti
the two vacancy sites ([111]) and the plane perpendicu
to the axis.

In this Letter, we clarify that the above anisotrop
electron distribution around the Si divacancy is succe
fully detected by the 2D-ACAR technique. In our re
cent attempt, the 2D-ACAR for divacancies in Si we
found to be almost isotropic but weak anisotropy w
detected when the divacancies were aligned by stre
ing the specimen at elevated temperature [7,8]. In t
study, we present details of experimental results and c
ify important features of the anisotropy. Moreover, th
observed anisotropy is well reproduced by first-principl
calculations based on the two-component density fu
tional (TCDF) theory within the local density approxi
mation (LDA) [10,11]. The used method was found fro
recent studies to be highly reliable for positron annihil
tion rates [11–13]. It is found from the present calcul
tions that electrons in the dangling bonds of the near
neighboring atoms make a significant contribution to t
positron annihilation and the observed anisotropy ori
nates from the characteristic distribution of these ele
trons. The present success, detection of the anisotr
and good agreement between experiment and theory,
gests that the 2D-ACAR technique is an effective tool
study microscopic structures of defects.

In the present experiment, the floating-zone-grown
crystal doped with1.0 3 1016 cm23 phosphorus was irra-
diated with 15 MeV electrons to5 3 1017 eycm2 at room
temperature to obtain singly negative divacancy (V2

12)
[14]. The divacancyV2

12, which has the four equiva-
lent axes (f111 g, f111 g, f 111g, andf111g) connecting the
two-vacant sites, was aligned by the stressing treatm
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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after Watkins and Corbett [15]. We applied compre
ing uniaxial stress along the [011] axis to500 kgycm2 at
170±C for 1 hour and then cooled the specimen do
to room temperature with stress on. An electron s
resonance (ESR) experiment [15] indicates that the ab
procedure increases the population (nin) of the axes (f111g
andf111 g) in the (011) plane and decreases that (nout) for
the out of plane (f 111g and f111g). The degree of align
ment (ninynout) is estimated to be 1.2 based on resu
of the ESR study of the energy change due to swit
ing the divacancy orientation [15]. The 2D-ACAR wa
then obtained using the machine of Anger camera t
and the [001] (pz) axis was chosen as the integrati
one. The observed 2D-ACAR includes the contributio
from the annihilation both in the bulk and at divacanci
Since the divacancy component is quite different fr
the bulk component in their shapes, the divacancy c
ponent can be definitely decomposed from the obse
“total” 2D-ACAR [7,8]. The decomposition was based
a least-square fitting to reproduce bulk anisotropy, wh
was obtained from a defect-free sample. The uncerta
of the procedure was estimated to be less than 2% in
intensity by the reproducibility of several measuremen
The shapes of 2D-ACAR for the divacancy compon
obtained at 15, 100, 200, and 295 K are found to resem
each other. We therefore have summed up all the da
each temperature to have better statistics. The 2D-AC
on the (001) plane for thecompletelyaligned divacancies
(nout  0) was then deduced from that forninynout  1.2
[15]; hereafter we refer to this simply as the 2D-ACA
unless otherwise stated. The details of the experime
setup were previously described [7,8].

The 2D-ACAR distribution obtained in the above e
periment is found to have a definite anisotropy [Fig. 1(a
The distribution is slightly narrower along thef011 g than
along the f011g axis. We evaluate the full width a
half maximum (FWHM) of the 2D-ACAR and find tha
FWHM on thepx axis (8.8 mrad) is slightly smaller tha
that (9.0 mrad) on thepy axis (Table I). We extrac
the anisotropic componentAspx , pyd from the observed
2D-ACAR Nspx , pyd asAspx , pyd  Nspx , pyd 2 Cspx ,
pyd, whereCspx , pyd is a smooth cylindrical average o
Nspx , pyd around thepz axis [2,5,6] [Fig. 1(b)]. It was
found that the values ofAspx , pyd are negative on thepx

axis in sharp contrast with the positive values on thepy

axis [Fig. 1(b)]. A valley and a peak appear at 7 a
5 mrad on thepx andpy axes, respectively (Table I) [16
It is emphasized that the above difference in the mom
tum density between thepx andpy axes was not observe
when divacancies are randomly oriented (nin  nout). The
difference thus originates from the fact that the divac
cies are aligned in the (011) plane by the stress treatm
Because of this alignment, thef011 g and f011g axes are
inequivalent in the 2D-ACAR distribution. We then a
alyze the observed anisotropy in the 2D-ACAR based
the first-principles calculations in the following.
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FIG. 1. (a),(c) Contour plots of trapped positron 2D-ACAR
distribution Nspx , pyd for aligned divacanciesV2

12 projected
along thef100g direction: (a) experiment and (c) calculation.
The contour spacing is one-tenth of the maximum value. The
anisotropiesAspx , pyd are shown in (b) experiment and (d)
calculation. The contour spacings in (b) and (d) are on
seventh of the absolute values of the valley; solid (dashe
lines indicate positive (negative) values.

The present calculations are based on the TCDF theo
within the LDA [10,11]. We adopted the LDA scheme
given by Puska et al. [11]: The electron-positron cor
relation energy was deduced from numerical results f
homogeneous electron-positron plasmas [17]. The io
electron and ion-positron interactions were represent
by a nonlocal norm-conserving pseudopotential [18] an
by a local potential [19], respectively, and the plan
waves with the maximum kinetic energy of 210 eV wer
employed as the basis set. The 64-site supercell w
used for describing the divacancy in the crystal and th
Brillouin zone integration was performed using specialk
points [20] for the electrons [21] and theG point for the
positron. All the atoms in the cell were relaxed in the
geometry optimization in order to take medium range o
relaxation. Minimization of the total energy over the

TABLE I. FWHM of the cross section of 2D-ACAR of the
aligned V2

12 and extremum positions in the anisotropy. In
the experiment, the statistical errors are less than 1% for t
FWHM and less than 5% for the extremal position.

Extremum position in
FWHM (mrad) Aspx , pyd (mrad)

Theory Experiment Theory Experiment

px f011 g 7.8 8.8 5.5 7
py f011g 8.2 9.0 5.4 5
2237
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degrees of freedom of positron and electron densiti
and atomic positions was performed using the conjuga
gradient iterative minimization technique [22,23]. Afte
obtaining electron’s and positron’s wave functions (c

2
i

and c1) for the optimized geometry, we calculated th
momentum density by

rspd  const3
X

i

É Z
eiprc1srdc2

i srd
p

gsrd dr

É2
,

(1)

where the enhancement factorgsrd is obtained based on
the two-component plasma model and is thus consiste
with the above electron-positron correlation energy [11
Details of the method will be presented elsewhere.

We started with the determination of geometry o
divacancy (V2

12) capturing a positron. In the symmetry
conserving geometry optimization (D3d) for V2

12, the
nearest six atoms are displaced outwards (away from
vacancy site) by 0.06 Å. This outward displacement
in sharp contrast with the inward displacement when th
vacancy does not capture the positron [24]. It is foun
for the optimized geometry that the highest occupie
gap level (eu) is doubly degenerate and is partially
occupied by three electrons. The symmetry lowerin
(Jahn-Teller effect) fromD3d to C2h is thus expected [15].
It is, however, found from the symmetry unrestricte
calculation that the Jahn-Teller displacements of th
nearest atoms are very small (less than 0.02 Å). W
thus neglect the effect in the following calculation on th
2D-ACAR. A very small Jahn-Teller effect is expected
to originate from the fact that the interaction betwee
the dangling bonds is weak because of the outwa
displacements of the nearest atoms.

The 2D-ACAR for the aligned divacancy was calcu
lated and the results are shown in Fig. 1 and Table
The calculation is found to well reproduce significan
features of the anisotropy observed in the present e
periment: In the calculated 2D-ACAR, the FWHM on
the px axis is slightly smaller than that on thepy axis
(Fig. 1 and Table I); the theoretical values ofAspx , pyd
are negative and positive along thepx and py axes, re-
spectively [Fig. 1(d)]; the positions of the extremum o
the px and py axes are consistent with the experimen
tal ones (Table I). Good qualitative agreement betwe
experiment and theory is thus obtained. It is noted, how
ever, that the theoretical 2D-ACAR distribution is slightly
(about 10%) narrower than the experimental one as is
dicated by FWHMs listed in Table I. Calculation beyon
the LDA might thus be necessary for more quantitativ
discussion but is beyond the scope of this Letter.

We finally discuss the origin of the anisotropy in the
2D-ACAR based on the present numerical results. It
found that the positron is localized around the divacan
center, i.e., the middle point between the two vacan
sites [Fig. 2(a) and 2(b)]. As a result, thee2-e1 pair
distribution, represented by the product (overlap) of th
2238
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FIG. 2. The charge densities of the electrons and positron
associated with the aligned divacanciesV2

12 (f111g axis) to-
gether with their overlap in thes011d and s011 d planes: (a)
charge densities ofe2 (solid lines with the contour spacing
of 1.0 3 1022e2ya3

0) and e1 (dashed lines:1.5, 15 and75 3
1024e1ya3

0) in s011d, (b) the densities ins011 d, (c) the
density overlap ins011d with the contour spacing of5.0 3

1026 se2ya3
0d se1ya3

0d, and (d) the density overlap ins011 d.
The two vacancies (A and B) of V2

12 are denoted by the open
circles, and the Si atoms are shown by the closed circles.

electron and positron densities [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)], is
localized in the dangling bond regions of the nearest si
atoms. Since the distance between the nearest atoms
the zigzag chain in thef011 g direction is large compared
with that for the case off011g direction, the e2-e1

pair distribution is ratherbroad on the f011 g axis as
illustrated in Fig. 2. We expect that this characteristic
e2-e1 pair distribution in the real space is the origin of
the observed anisotropy in the momentum space; the 2D
ACAR distribution on thepx (f011 g) axis is narrower
than that on thepy (f011g) axis as mentioned above.

In conclusion, 2D-ACAR for the divacancies with
singly negative charge has been studied experimental
and theoretically. Interesting anisotropy is experimentally
detected after stressing at 170±C along thef011g axis.
Characteristic features of the observed anisotropy are we
reproduced by the calculations based on the TCDF theo
within the LDA. It is found that the anisotropy originates
from different electron-positron overlap densities along
the two inequivalent axes (f011g and f011 g) of the
aligned divacancies. The present study demonstrate
that the 2D-ACAR technique provides useful information
on microscopic structures of vacancy-type defects in
semiconductors.
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